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These are some of our students’ voices regarding Spanish learning: 

1. What do you like about learning Spanish? 

 “I like learning songs and also I like our creative work.”  (Malaki) 

 “I like Spanish because I learn loads of new ways to speak and if I ever go to any Spanish speaking country 

it will help me a lot to understand people.”  (Eshaal) 

 “What I like about Spanish is all those new words/phrases and when I find something tricky to say I use 

Belen’s structure to say each phrase and break the words/phrases up”.  (Tahrima) 

 “I like learning about food words like “el pollo”. (Shakera) 

 “I like it because you get to learn to speak Spanish”.  (Prachi) 

 “I like learning to say things about myself so if I go to Spain I can speak in Spanish to them”.  (Henry) 

 “I like learning about school subjects and feelings in Spanish”.  (Eren) 

 “I love our Spanish lessons and I always look forward to them. Our teacher is very jolly and happy so she 

makes us engage more with the lessons”.  (Sadie) 

 

2. What helps you learn Spanish?  

 “All the work and songs and our wonderful teacher” (Malaki) 

 “When we play games with the new words we have just learnt it helps me remember them”.  (Eshaal) 

 “I think that the fact that we sing songs, write and speak in Spanish, so we have it stuck in our heads. Also, 

everyone is always answering questions (in Spanish) to get stickers”.  (Sadie) 

 “What helps me more is to listen, read and write”.  (Eren) 

 “If I say things I learn out loud or write it down on a piece of paper it helps me remember what I am meant 

to say”.  (Henry) 

 “What helps me is that Belen corrects us if we say it wrong”.  (Prachi) 

 “Because I have a sharp memory so I could easily remember all the subjects whenever we write a 

paragraph about ourselves and also the songs to practise”.  (Tahrima) 

 

3. How do you know you are making progress? 

 “I know because I can include extra information about myself” (Tahrima) 

 “I know I am making progress when I can talk by not looking at the board! (Prachi) 

 “Listening and concentrating” (Eren) 

 “I know I am making progress when I can confidently stand up in front of the class and speak”.  (Sadie) 

 “When I know words from before and do not worry when Belen ask me questions”.  (Eshaal) 

 “I know because I remember more stuff and also I answer more questions and get them right”.  (Malaki) 

 “I know that I’m making progress now. I try to fill in everything in the worksheets so I learn to say new 

things”.  (Henry) 

 

4. What else would you like to do in Spanish lessons? 

 “I would like to try different Spanish food and learn about nice beaches just in case in Secondary school 

we go to Spain”.  (Henry) 

 “Go to trips to Spain and have cooking lessons”.  (Malaki) 

 “I would like to have a trip to Spain or maybe do some Spanish cooking/baking”.  (Eshaal) 

 “I think that I would like to read Spanish fiction books and then act them out as a class. Also, I think 

everyone wants to go to Spain”.  (Sadie) 

 “To taste Spanish food that we do not know”.  (Tahrima) 

 

5. Any other comments? 

 “I would like there to be a residential to Spain”.  (Zaina) 

 “Spanish is fun because it is engaging”.  (Tahrima) 

 “I want to learn about different countries and go to Spain in year 6”.  (Eren) 

 “I have made so much progress since I joined this school in year 6”.  (Sadie) 


